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FROM THE CHAIR
BY SCOTT O. JONES, PE

ROLLING UP OUR SLEEVES
Comic Groucho Marx once said he wouldn’t
join any organization that would take him as
a member. For me, I find myself as chair of
the most prestigious commercial real estate
organization in the world, and, as I said
during my swearing in at the BOMA
International Conference & Expo, I’m
humbled—it’s a true privilege to lead
such a world-class organization.
So, here we are. Our annual
conference was great (see pages
24-31), and now it’s time
to roll up our sleeves
and build on all that
was talked about in
Salt Lake City, all that
we’ve been building
on for the past few
years. I look forward
to continuing the
momentum of my
predecessors in
delivering our new
strategic plan, and I
encourage all members
to read our summary. It’s a
great plan that balances our
priorities going forward, and
I’ll be its biggest cheerleader,
working that plan to help
membership maximize
value for their careers,
organizations and assets.
Toward that end, I plan
to visit the C-suites of
organizations far and wide,
always laying out BOMA’s
value proposition. I believe
these visits will foster support
for membership involvement
at the local, national and
international levels. It’s a
message that I hope will reach
even more leaders in our space.
4
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Another key this year is to focus on the resilience
of our assets. Our investments are getting bigger
and more expensive to replace. Lost revenues from
major catastrophes can be devastating and, of
course, the safety of building occupants is crucial.
We all need to do our part to improve the reliability
of our infrastructure. BOMA is well suited to be a
leader in that discussion.
This is a subject dear to my heart. I started
my career with a focus on developing missioncritical facilities, such as data centers, which need
to operate without interruption in the worst of
situations.
That need for operational best practices sharing
led me to BOMA. A mentor encouraged me to join
the BOMA local association in Fort Worth and even
convinced me to teach
Today, it’s
a few classes. That’s
important for us
when it all clicked.
more experienced
Relationships grew
and my involvement
BOMA folks to
skyrocketed. I joined
take time and
other committees;
encourage the
found a new, welcoming
next generation of
home with BOMA/San
leaders. Talk about
Francisco; and ultimately value add!
moved up the BOMA
ladder to BOMA International leadership.
Some may recall Glenda Simcox, who was the
BOMA association executive (BAE) for BOMA/Fort
Worth when I first joined BOMA all those years
ago. Her inspiration is why I’m so active today. Her
encouragement to do more, and have fun along the
way, was greatly appreciated. Today, it’s important
for us more experienced BOMA folks to take time
and encourage the next generation of leaders just
like she did. Talk about value add!
This next year is going to be great. I’m excited to
meet so many new people wherever I travel and
get them excited about the future of commercial
real estate—and the future of BOMA.
Our work is cut out for us. So, let’s all get to work
together. And, I promise, we’ll have fun along the
way. B
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UP TO CODE
BY JOHN CATLETT, MCP

BOMA CODES TEAM ADVOCATES
FOR COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE
AT ICC HEARINGS

T

he second round of the
International Code Council (ICC)
code development hearings, known
as the ICC Group B Committee Action
Hearings, kicked off this spring in
Albuquerque, New Mexico. As the only
commercial real estate association with an
active building codes advocacy program, BOMA
International took part in testifying on a number of
code proposals before the committees. The hearings
covered proposals relating to energy, existing
buildings and structural codes.
The hearings offer the opportunity to provide
input on code-change proposals and are sectioned
into two groups. Group A code changes were tackled in the 2018 cycle. This year, the focus is on
Group B code changes. After the hearings, there will
be a period in which public comments can be made
about specific code proposals. These comments will
be considered during the public comment hearings
scheduled for October in Las Vegas.
The energy codes portion proved to be particularly challenging since many of the proposals focused on stringent energy measures. While
energy conservation is an important aspect of code
adoption, BOMA and other organizations emphasized the importance of the committee looking at all
ramifications, including potential cost and implementation. The upfront cost and rate of return
are huge factors for builders and owners. BOMA
will continue to build our position on these issues
and will work with strategic partners, such as the
National Multifamily Housing Council (NMHC) and
National Association of Home Builders (NAHB), to
develop public comments on these proposals. It is
important that we emphasize the complexity, staffing considerations and compliance burdens that go
along with stricter energy code compliance.
BOMA International also prepared positions for
existing building code proposals. There are proposals on the table that may bring various retrofitting
provisions from the International Fire Code (IFC)
6
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to the International Existing Building Code (IEBC).
The IEBC was created to improve existing building
safety incrementally as modifications are made to
a building. However, some proposals mandate that
the existing space be made compliant with the IFC
before even considering a building or space modification. Additionally, BOMA will provide an alternate
proposal related to the expansion of
It is important
fire and other alarm notification device
that BOMA and
requirements outside a work area, as
other industry
building owners need more time to
organizations
budget for extensive improvements.
emphasize the
On the structural codes front, one
complexity,
major proposal that moved forward
staffing
considerations
includes a change bringing the interand
national codes (I-Codes) in line with
federal Occupational Safety and Health compliance
burdens that
Administration (OSHA) requirego along
ments regarding fall protection and
with stricter
suspended work from tall buildings.
energy code
Five additional proposals are expected
compliance.
to be successful, possibly with minor
changes, during the public comment
period.
BOMA’s code advocacy efforts were very successful in Albuquerque, with a whopping 90 percent of
supported proposals for the existing building and
structural codes affirmed. We hope to continue our
success during the public comment hearings in
October. Following these hearings, an online governmental consensus vote will take place. This will
be open for two weeks before the Validation Committee and ICC Board confirm the final action. A full
report outlining BOMA’s specific positions, actions
taken and the outcomes of those positions will be
available at the conclusion of the code development
process. BOMA also will provide a full report of
both Group A and Group B hearing results in time
for the 2020 Winter Business Meeting.
For more information about BOMA’s building
codes efforts, contact BOMA International’s Senior
Codes Consultant John Catlett. B
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IN THE STATES
BY KEN ROSENFELD AND MARIA BALZER-PISCIOTTA

THE
SCOOTER
INVASION
IS HERE

V

irtually out of nowhere and literally
overnight, electric scooters have
appeared on downtown sidewalks in cities
across the United States, and they continue to
spread at an astonishing rate. It’s a development
that has surprised both the public and private
sectors and, as local governments are scrambling
now to determine how to handle the onslaught, the
commercial real estate industry also is scrambling
to answer the question: Are electric scooters a
benefit to the community or a nuisance?
There’s no question that this is a significant
transformation. The term “micromobility” reflects
a trend that began with bikeshare programs,
accelerated with dockless bike services and then
exploded with the proliferation of electric scooters (or e-scooters). While shared micromobility
trips have been on the rise for several years, the
e-scooter industry emerged as a force only since
2017. According to the National Association of City
Transportation Officials (NACTO), 85,000 e-scooters now inhabit American streets in approximately
100 cities. When combined with bikeshare services,
micromobility accounted for an eye-popping 84
million trips in 2018. This represents nothing less
than a revolution in U.S. transportation.
E-scooter services are extremely easy to use,
thanks to technological advances, and they’ve
proven to be popular as a fun, convenient, affordable option for short trips. There have been growing pains in many communities, however, as some
scooter companies employed an “ask for forgiveness later” strategy—blanketing cities with scooters
8
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prior to holding discussions with local governments
or other stakeholders. The results sometimes have
included considerable confusion and serious safety
concerns.
“As stewards of the public realm, it is vital that cities retain authority over their streets,” said Corinne
Kisner, executive director of NACTO, in a recent
press release. “State legislators must ensure that
cities have the ability to plan, regulate and manage
shared micromobility systems for safe, sustainable
and equitable outcomes.”
THE CRE COMMUNITY REACTS

As e-scooters proliferate, reactions from the commercial real estate industry have covered the full
range of possibilities. One BOMA local association
president, Jay Dansbury, RPA, of BOMA/Nashville
with Hines, holds a completely negative view: “I call
them urban litter. They’re a complete nuisance.”
Others have a different impression. Matthew
Hargrove, senior vice president of Government
Affairs with the California Business Properties
Association, which advocates on behalf of BOMA
California, grudgingly came to appreciate Sacramento’s e-scooters program. “I was nervous about
the launch of the scooter program, but those fears
haven’t materialized,” Hargrove says. “I find the
scooters extremely useful as I cruise around the
downtown core. This is a trend that’s only increasing
in popularity, so actively managing the devices—just
like you would cars coming onto your property—is
a smarter approach than not planning for them and
seeing complaints from tenants.”

According to the

Scooters are pervasive
in downtown Washington,
National Association
D.C., and Nicola Whiteman,
of City Transportation
Esq., senior vice president
Officials (NACTO),
of Government Affairs at
85,000 e-scooters
BOMA/Metropolitan Washnow inhabit
ington (AOBA), has conflictAmerican streets in ing feelings. “The scooters
represent another transapproximately 100
portation option, and this
cities.
opens up opportunities,” she
explains. “However, challenges remain, especially
relating to where scooters are placed or discarded.
Scooters parked near building entrances or in alleys
blocking traffic or trash collection are just a few of
the challenges property managers encounter.”
BOMA’S POLICY BRIEF

BOMA International has released a policy brief
to assist the commercial real estate industry in
navigating the tricky terrain of e-scooters, aimed

particularly at helping to start discussions where
none have yet happened. The white paper lays out
the pros and cons of the scooter phenomenon, from
its affordability and environmental benefits to its
questionable safety record and unclear liability
situation. The paper also suggests some next steps,
regardless of whether you love e-scooters, hate
them or haven’t yet decided:
• Support sensible state and local regulations.
• Determine whether a property needs to have an
e-scooter policy.
• Solicit feedback from the broader commercial real
estate industry.
• Engage with the scooter companies.
Download the policy brief on the State and Local
Advocacy webpage on the BOMA International
website, and share your e-scooter stories and questions with BOMA International’s Manager of State
and Local Affairs Maria Balzer-Pisciotta. B
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GET TO KNOW...
SCOTT O. JONES, PE

S

cott Jones was sworn in as the 2019-2020
chair of BOMA International this past June
at the 2019 BOMA International Conference &
Expo. He has more than two decades of industry
experience and currently serves as vice president
for Jacobs, managing the northern California region
for the Buildings Infrastructure division. Prior to
moving to California and becoming a member of
BOMA/San Francisco, Jones was an active member
of BOMA/Fort Worth, where he served as president.
He was chair of both BOMA International’s State
Government Affairs Committee and the Careers
in Real Estate Task Force
Returning Veterans Outreach
Sub-Group. He also served two
terms on BOMA International’s
Executive Committee before
becoming an elected officer in
2017.
How did you first get
involved with BOMA?
My background is in
engineering rather than
BOMA INTERNATIONAL’S
property management, but I’ve
NEW CHAIR, NEW
always worked with commercial
ORLEANS NATIVE
buildings. Early in my career, a
mentor strongly encouraged me to
join my BOMA local association, BOMA/Fort Worth.
He somehow even convinced me to volunteer to
teach a few classes for them right away.
Joining BOMA had a magical effect on my
career—I suddenly had a much larger, stronger
professional network to turn to for information
and advice. I started getting involved in my local
committees and eventually ran for leadership
positions. When I relocated from Texas to California,
I was very sorry to be losing my Texas network. But,
I was genuinely astonished by how quickly I was
embraced by BOMA/San Francisco; being a BOMA
member gave me an instant network.
Let’s discuss your passion for
promoting resilience.
I started my career developing mission-critical
facilities—spaces that cannot be allowed to fail.
This work has made me exceptionally aware of the
10
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Jones and family attend the 2019 TOBY® Awards banquet during
the BOMA International Conference & Expo in Salt Lake City.

opportunities our industry has for creating highly
resilient communities.
Most emergency preparedness is focused
on keeping people safe, as it should be, but we
should also be striving for business continuity
during emergencies. Now is the perfect time to
be thinking creatively about how we can harden
our facilities and our communities to prepare for
any possibility. Early investments in resilience can
make a huge difference in avoiding lost revenue
and more expensive fixes down the line.
What excites you most about your
year as BOMA International chair?
By far, I’m looking forward most to meeting
and working with BOMA members and industry
professionals all over the world. It’s a truly
dynamic time for our industry with so many fastmoving shifts in technology, delivery and occupant
preferences, and I love hearing perspectives from
people in different markets and building types.
I believe these connections and this collective
wisdom are what make BOMA such a strong
organization.
What is something that most people
don’t know about you?
Most of my BOMA colleagues know me from
my time living in Texas or California, but I’m
originally from New Orleans. I love to cook New
Orleans-style cuisine, and my dad even owned
a shrimp boat until very recently. I joke that I’ve
spent so much time on the bayou or in the marsh
that my feet are practically webbed. B
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NEWS & NOTES
BY PATRICIA M. ARENO, CAE

HUDSON YARDS,
WTC TAKE
CENTER STAGE
AT NAC MEETING

B

OMA’s National Advisory Council
(NAC) selected New York City as the
location for its May event for two reasons:
Hudson Yards and the World Trade Center (WTC),
two of the most well-known real estate developments in North America. Both were featured on
the agenda for the NAC meeting, which drew more
than 60 commercial real estate executives from the
United States and Canada. The event also included
presentations by futurist Amy Webb and economist
K.C. Conway and a case study of another iconic New
York City asset, the Empire State Building.
Hudson Yards, the $25 billion project on Manhattan’s west side, is the largest private real estate

Hudson Yards is already redefining the west side of Manhattan.

development in the United States and includes
office towers, luxury apartments and high-end
retail stores. NAC members were treated to a
private tour organized by the project’s developer,
Related Companies.* The tour included Hudson Yards’ cogeneration power plant, designed to
reduce energy costs and improve resiliency, and
a 100-story trip up to the yet-to-be-completed
Observation Deck. When completed, it will be the
highest outdoor observation deck in the Western
Hemisphere. The group ended the tour with a climb
on the “Vessel,” a huge spiral-staircase art structure
with 154 flights of stairs and 80 landings.
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A discussion of the WTC’s new normal in security,
post-9/11, featured WTC Deputy Director Jim Kleeman, BOMA Fellow, RPA, along with his directors of
Security and Fire/Life Safety, George Anderson and
John Farrell. They described a comprehensive and
multilayered approach to physical and vehicular
security and screening, in partnership with police,
Homeland Security and other community organizations, utilizing the latest technology. Patrolling security at the center is no mean feat, as the presenters explained. The WTC complex is 16 acres, with
250,000 daily commuters, five million annual visitors
to the memorial, 50,000 office workers, 2.3 million
annual observation deck visitors and massive office
space.
Futurist Amy Webb led a conversation about new
technologies impacting commercial real estate and
the “uncertainties” and “disruptors” challenging our
businesses and lives. According to Webb, political
“insanity,” climate instability, technology, regulatory
shifts, China and a global economic slowdown are
the uncertainties we face in 2019, combined with

Hudson Yards’ cogen power plant has been designed to reduce energy costs and
improve resiliency.

such disruptors as wealth distribution, infrastructure, education, government and healthcare.
Companies will succeed by confronting these
uncertainties and embracing and utilizing change to
help us live and work better, what Webb referred to

BOMA MAGAZINE
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Bo
Salsbury Industr

NAC members in attendance were treated to two eye-catching artworks, both part of Hudson Yards’ contemporary art program: “Vessel,” a massive, “interactive” art centerpiece (left), and a
30-foot-long sculpture of 390 interlocking figures (right).

as “optimistic framing,” as opposed to “catastrophic
framing” that describes a world where we cede our
personal privacy and decisions to Apple, Amazon
and Google with potentially negative consequences.
Unfortunately, she sees us heading toward the latter with 70 percent certainty and believes the U.S.

government can play a role in influencing a different outcome. Webb also was the keynote speaker
for the 2019 BOMA International Conference &
Expo in Salt Lake City (see pages 24-31 for highlights of that event).
Economist K.C. Conway, MAI, CRE, who is

Runs in:
Mar/Apr, July/Aug, Nov/Dec
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director of research and client engagement with the
University of Alabama, described a positive “vroom”
economy, with gross domestic product (GDP), jobs,
corporate earnings, business formations and consumer spending all up. This despite such issues as
rising construction costs in the wake of devastating hurricane damage and shortages in materials
and labor. E-commerce continues to drive industrial
market growth, he said, with Amazon leading the
pack (noting 40 percent of everything we buy online
is through Amazon). So, while things are looking
good, Fed rate hikes or balance sheet reductions; a
failure to pass the new North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA), which would be disastrous for
the auto industry; a reduction in business and consumer confidence; additional catastrophic weather
events; new lease accounting rules; and additional increases in construction costs could throw a
wrench into this otherwise rosy economic picture.
The event closed with case studies that included
the Empire State Building’s recent energy retrofit.
JLL’s Dana Schneider, who managed the project,

shared how the Empire State Building earned
the distinction of being the most energy-efficient
building in New York City. Energy use has been
reduced by 38 percent, with annual savings of $4.4
million and a 3.1-year payback on energy retrofit
investments.
BOMA’s National Advisory Council is led by Chair
Shelby Christensen, senior vice president of Real
Estate Operations at Liberty Property Trust, and
Vice Chair Melanie Colbert, principal of Operations
at LBA Realty. The group’s next meeting is October
9-11 in Carlsbad, California.
For more information on NAC, contact BOMA
International’s Senior Vice President Patricia Areno
or President and COO Henry Chamberlain. B

*BOMA wishes to thank Fred Knapp, executive director, and Roody Jean-Baptiste, operations manager,
both with Related Companies, for hosting NAC’s tour
of Hudson Yards.
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CRE’s Next
Big Issues:
The Impact of
Co-Everything and
Ever-Advancing
Technologies
BY CAITLIN SIMON

D

isruption. That one word
characterizes the way we
build, buy, sell, lease and
manage real estate. The
human need for connection,
community and collaboration—bolstered by
technology—and the relentless pursuit of
innovation naturally propel us into an age
where disruption is the new normal.
The experience and sharing economies, along with
our technology-driven environment, have blurred
the lines of live-work-play in real estate, evidenced
by the “co-everything” movement. Amenitization,
convenience, location and socialization have formed
the cornerstones of real estate strategy as investors
look to differentiate their assets and expand
their portfolios to capitalize on changing tenant
preferences.
And, as technology becomes more sophisticated,
future buildings will be designed from the ground up
to be truly integrated and intelligent, collecting data
and providing services to enhance asset value and
increase tenant satisfaction and retention.
Following are some major trends, driven by
advancements in co-everything and technology, that
will impact the working strategies of building owners
and managers.

16
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THE AGE OF CO-EVERYTHING
The boundaries of space and use are increasingly
blurred in this co-everything world. The sharing
economy has eliminated market inefficiencies
while providing flexibility for consumers and
tapping into the demand for increased access. The
shorter-term sharing of homes (Airbnb and VRBO),
music (Spotify and Pandora) and vehicles (Uber
and Lyft) has become commonplace for consumers,
and this practice is bleeding into longer-term
sharing of offices, retail space and apartments.
Certain sectors in co-everything have reached
maturation, meaning that growth is still likely,
but disruption has largely run its course. Other
sectors that are younger or have a longer-growth
trajectory may continue to upend traditional
commercial real estate offerings. What does the
future look like for these sectors?

Coworking
Coworking has become a popular buzzword
over the past few years, but the concept of flexible
office solutions has been around for decades.
Some coworking companies are the largest private
occupiers in select markets, including New York
City.
Small companies and freelancers can find
office space in locations where they may not

be able to obtain a traditional lease due to
costs or lack of credit. Larger organizations can
leverage coworking to pursue open-source talent
networks and collaboration with other tenants
while managing unpredictable headcounts and
fostering employee experience and community
engagement. Thus, coworking is expected to
become the new normal for many occupiers, as
well as landlords.

Coliving
Coliving, a movement defined as communities
of tenants seeking socializing, convenience,
flexibility and affordability, already is reaching its
tipping point.
The way we live is changing. Goals of
homeownership and a suburban lifestyle
have given way to more urban and communal
preferences, especially for those entering
the workforce. Currently, there are 79 million
millennials and 74 million Gen Zs, and a record
65 percent of under-35-year-olds are renting.
Financial circumstances, the current housing
supply and varying lifestyle habits influence the
surge in millennials’ preferences to rent and adopt
coliving as their standard of living.
The burgeoning number of coliving companies
entering the market, including WeLive (part

of The We Company, which also brought
us WeWork), Ollie, Common and X Social
Communities, validate the demand for the
product. These companies have taken root in
many major markets across the United States and
are still expanding.
With affordability challenges and new renter
demographics, coliving now is a fully fledged
niche asset class. Over the next five years,
significant capital will be deployed toward
delivery of thousands of more beds across the
world. As new generations enter the rental
market, preference will be centered upon coliving
brands that provide convenience, affordability
and a vibrant community. And, as more companies
seek to capture talent across a wider geographic
area, more markets will become viable for coliving
developments. Don’t be surprised to see more
coliving companies partnering with coworking
providers to create all-in-one mixed-use
properties that truly put the “live” and “work” in
the live-work-play model.

Industrial Warehouse and Distribution
Third-party logistics providers (3PLs) have long
provided shared services and expertise needed
to assist companies with their warehousing
and distribution needs. New providers, such as
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FLEXE, Inc., have emerged over the past few years
to provide different types of flexibility and cost
savings for tenants in the e-commerce fulfillment,
retail distribution, inventory and overflow space.

Server and Cloud Storage
The data center industry continues to use
colocation as a model, in which companies can
lease space and services for their computing
needs alongside other enterprises with similar
requirements. These arrangements reduce costs for
clients while removing the hassle of managing the
bulk of their IT services.

Pop-Up Retail
In an increasingly digital world, pop-up retail
stores are an avenue for online brands to dip into
physical store space. It is a beneficial concept
for small business operators hoping to build an
in-person connection with new customers and for
larger companies looking for temporary space in
high-traffic locations. Additionally, pop-ups can
help established brands to efficiently test new
concepts or build public relations buzz.
Co-everything has furthered the evolution of the
mixed-use trend by providing flexible options for
integrating complementary uses at a single site.
The walls between living, working, traveling and
shopping are literally breaking down, delivering
customizable operations for customers, occupiers
and investors.

TECH DISRUPTION NEVER ENDS
The hype cycle of real estate technology has
progressed through a series of phases. Such
technologies as blockchain and quantum
computing hyped up real estate tech innovation,
leading to a period of enchantment and high,
inflated expectations for future innovations. But
ultimately, the number of technologies, costs and
complexities of application and integration have
overwhelmed and disillusioned investors and
building operators alike.
Nonetheless, technology continues to mature
at an astounding pace and, according to research
from Forbes and KPMG, total real estate tech
investment will reach $20 billion by 2020. Investors
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NAC's Big-Disruptor Checklist
The inspiration for this article comes from BOMA
International’s National Advisory Council (NAC), which is
made up of C-suite executives from major commercial real
estate firms around the globe. During their recent meeting
in New York City, NAC members were asked to identify
the next big issues they anticipate facing. The results:
co-everything, technology, e-commerce, attracting and
retaining talent, employee training and climate change.
According to Melanie Colbert, CPM, principal of
Operations for LBA Realty: “The next big issues are the
same issues we are facing today....They are the three Ts:
technology (the volume and velocity of ‘PropTech’ and how
we leverage it); talent (attracting and retaining professionals
to our industry); and training (how do we train and provide
opportunities for personal and professional development?).”
Kevin Clarke, RPA, LEED AP, senior vice president of Real
Estate Management Services with Avison Young, agreed
with Colbert, saying, “I see the marriage of T-squared
(talent, training and technology) being an industry disrupter
as the millennials and Gen Zs transform commercial
property management. How data is accessed and then
[acted upon and] implemented by those wh)o strive to
operate with lightning speed will impact the need to have
personnel [cross-trained to perform these duties], along
with more conventional functions.”
Brenna Walraven, BOMA Fellow, BOMI-HP, CPM, RPA,
president and CEO of Corporate Sustainability Strategies,
noted her concerns over the growing roll of carbon caps
and taxes, which have the potential to “change property
investment, operating strategies, tenant engagement and
property uses.” She also identified the need for properties to
“prepare for and plan recovery from climate-related weather
events.”
Read more about this recent NAC meeting (pages 12-15).

are more enlightened than ever and are steadily
beginning to test and implement new technologies
at their properties.
From completing real estate transactions with
bitcoin and using drones for property marketing, to
AI-driven facial-recognition security systems and
concierge robots to manage lobby traffic flow, the
possibilities for the industry are endless. Digital
twins and digital advertising are two pieces of the

larger tech puzzle that have recently
gained increased interest with
respect to building both operational
efficiencies and revenue streams.

Digital Twins

DON’T BE SURPRISED
TO SEE MORE COLIVING
COMPANIES PARTNERING
WITH COWORKING
PROVIDERS TO CREATE
ALL-IN-ONE MIXED-USE
PROPERTIES THAT TRULY
PUT THE “LIVE” AND
“WORK” IN THE LIVEWORK-PLAY MODEL.

In commercial real estate, a
digital twin is a virtual replica of a
building, process or system, bridging
the physical and digital worlds
with sensors to collect real-time
data about a physical item. This
digital duplicate can be analyzed,
manipulated and optimized.
Digital twins can have a huge
impact on commercial real estate
by allowing building operators to
connect previously unconnected
systems—from security and
heating, ventilating and airconditioning (HVAC) to wayfinding—to gain
new insights, optimize workflows and monitor
processes remotely. Digital twins can create energy
efficiencies and better predictive maintenance,
resulting in lower utility costs, less maintenancerelated disruption and better budget forecasting for
tenants.
Other practical uses of digital twins include
construction monitoring and document inventory,
space utilization and replication of the customer
experience with a living schematic of how and
where to deploy devices and sensors using the
Internet of Things (IoT). Created with asset-level
data, digital twins present a myriad of opportunities
for asset-performance management, operational
efficiency and business optimization.

Digital Advertising
Digital signage is booming in the United States.
Outdoor digital billboards and signage, known as
digital out-of-home (DOOH) advertising, contribute
to the digitally connected ecosystem of smart
cities and enhance people’s lives by providing
such resources as wayfinding, real-time news and
weather updates and locally relevant advertising
and information (see more about smart cities on
pages 38-40).

Building owners can capitalize on additional
streams of revenue by selling digital billboard or
standing kiosk ad space to local businesses and
major brands. It also is an opportunity for leasing
agents to market assets in captivating, nondisruptive ways.
Interior digital signage, such as elevator screens
or common-area kiosks, are eco-friendly options
that add to the co-everything movement, as
ownership can allow local businesses or major
brands to advertise, thus injecting retail into
the mix. In addition, property managers can
inform tenants of events, which fosters the “play”
atmosphere at work.

DISRUPT OR BE DISRUPTED
The commercial real estate industry is being
disrupted, and building owners and property
managers must meet these disruptions head on.
Those who anticipate what’s next and can adapt
quickly position themselves to capitalize on growth
and revenue opportunities and may enhance their
portfolio value. B

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Caitlin Simon is managing director
of Capital Markets & Investor Services for Cushman & Wakefield.
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How to Stop
Worrying and

Embrace
Change
BY JOHN SALUSTRI

T

he one constant in our lives and
in our businesses is change.
Mergers and acquisitions (M&As).
Technologies advancing beyond
our comprehension. Lease-bending
approaches to work, such as shared space. The
Silver Tsunami and the millennial rise into
positions of power. Any one of these “disruptors,”
to use a buzzword that’s all the rage these days,
would be enough for serious strategy meetings.
But, it’s the timing, the confluence of these
factors, that can crank up the stress level and
bring change management into the limelight
as a corporate issue, especially for property
management firms that face these issues times
two. They not only need to embrace internal
change to function in a new era of work, but they
also need to help their tenants address their own
attempts to cope. To do otherwise is to be seen as
20
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obsolete or irrelevant by the talent you hope to
hire and by those tenants who will vote with their
feet.
Shawn Rhodes puts the change management
challenge into military terms. Little wonder,
since the global business consultant in team
performance and change management was a war
correspondent in the U.S. Marines. As such, he
brings some of the best practices of a highly tuned
military organization to bear in his work with
clients.
“We understood that the processes we were
using to keep ourselves alive, and that a lot
of companies are adopting now, came from a
generations-old mindset,” he says. “Namely, we
know that things are going to change around us,
so our tactics have to change. If we don’t prepare
ourselves to pivot actively, the competition, the
enemy, is going to eat our lunch.”

It might seem extreme to compare lifeand-death military action with unrest at work.
But, being on the losing end of a termination
conversation can have a devastating, if somewhat
subtler impact. “For the military, it means someone
isn’t coming home,” Rhodes says. “For businesses
today, it means your quarterly review isn’t going
to go as well as you wished.” Whether the impact
is personal or professional, turning away from
change could have ripple effects that can shake
businesses and organizations to their core.
The specifics of strategy might change, based
on the challenge du jour, but certain universal
rules can elevate the issue from vague concern
and “what change will mean to me” to a clear,
engaging action plan. We’ll get to that shortly.

MEGA-MERGER MADNESS
According to a Deloitte survey, the number of
respondents expecting to engage in an M&A this
year is up 79 percent over 2018. That’s a lot of
potential hand wringing over redundancies and
terminations, not to mention absorbing new ways
of working. And, despite assumptions, such agita is
not the province of baby boomers alone.
Courtney Nelson (formerly Hanfland) ought
to know. Her firm, Catholic Health Initiatives
(CHI), closed on a record $29 billion merger with
Dignity Health in January. Nelson, system director
of Real Estate Transactions for the newly formed
CommonSpirit Health, knows firsthand that
adjusting to change isn’t a generational issue.
“Change creates uncertainty for everybody,”
she says. “Leading up to our merger, there was
a lot of unease, especially among people new in
their careers and to the team. There’s anxiety
that comes to any generation when you’re talking
about big mergers and redundancies and concerns
about who you’re going to report to and how you’ll
go about your work.”
Becky Hanner, BOMA Fellow, CPM, LEED
Green Associate, RPA, agrees. Now the principal
of her own shop, Hanner Commercial Asset
Services, she was formerly with a Colliers affiliate
where “we ended up changing company names
four different times in eight years. In terms of
culture, concern isn’t a generational thing. I see

FROM REAL ESTATE’S HANDS
TO THE POPE’S EAR
The January merger of Catholic Health Initiatives (CHI) and
Dignity Health to CommonSpirit Health wasn’t CHI’s only newsmaking deal. In 2017, the organization closed a $725 million
sale leaseback transaction with Physicians Realty Trust. In
terms of change management and the need to listen to your
people, the deal was significant not only for its size, but that it
also started with one raised hand.
“As a department head, you can’t be afraid to push the
envelope with organizational leadership,” says Courtney
Nelson. “Some of our greatest success stories came out of
pushing the envelope, and decision-makers listening to their
people. The sale leaseback started when I raised my hand and
pointed to an opportunity.”
The brass listened—and, in the case of this faith-based
organization, the brass included the occupants of Vatican City.
“We always invite all stakeholders from all impacted business
areas into the discussion,” she explains. Preparation for the
sale leaseback meant months of travel and a lot of time in
phone and email exchanges.
“We had to persuade every single market leader to get on
board. We had to go to the local bishops and communicate
with Rome to explain the benefits.” It wasn’t an easy sell,
Nelson admits, since “the Catholic Church is used to owning
everything.”
Months of research went into defining the portfolio and
listening to local leaders in charge of those assets. “We
evaluated all our owned real estate, chose those that could
be candidates for an investment sale and underwrote those
against the strategies of market leaders responsible for that
real estate.
“Along the way, there was a lot of voiced concern about
losing control and ensuring patients would still have fivestar experiences, even with a third-party owner. We worked
hard to get it right as much as possible with the people most
impacted,” she explains.
The deal was completed in two phases over a nearly
two-year period. In all, some 60 buildings were involved in
the transition. When the smoke cleared, “The teams that
were most impacted reported positive outcomes in their local
market,” Nelson reports.
And, it all started because corporate leaders responded to
one raised hand by a change agent.
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millennials moving from a private office
workplace to an open environment having just
as much difficulty as boomers. If there’s any
difference, it’s simply that they come with less
baggage.”
They also come as digital natives, so they
presumably can navigate more gracefully the
changes in technology that all companies have
to absorb, she adds. But, otherwise, they face
the same challenges: “How do you implement
and communicate change? How do you get
buy-in and get help so everyone buys into the
change more?” It’s a delicate issue, she notes,
far transcending old-school approaches that
begin and end with “deal with it.”
If all that weren’t enough, Nelson sees an
added responsibility of managing change in
a manner consistent with the mission of her
organization. “With faithbased healthcare, it’s so
much more important that
changes be established
and implemented in a
sympathetic manner,” she
explains. “We need to know
from the perspective of
the folks in the field such
questions as how they
manage the local real estate.
Who does it? What challenges do they already
face? What keeps them up at night?
“We could come in and say, ‘Thou shalt do
this because it’s best practice,’” she continues.
“Instead, we focus on solving the issues they’re
experiencing and collaboratively drawing
on solutions that work in other markets that
might transition well. That’s the approach
that makes change successful, whether it’s
technological or cultural. It cannot sound to
the people who are doing the work that we’re
making change ‘just because.’ That’s how to
create a lot of reluctant folks.”

knowing how to structure that dialogue, and
what to leave out. Department managers are
tasked with the often contradictory needs to ease
staff concerns while staying in their lane and
not revealing too much too soon. “You can overdisclose,” she says. “Oftentimes, you might know
information that can be very sensitive.”
That said (or unsaid, as the case might be), both
Nelson and Hanner believe in sharing as much
information as possible. “I’ve always ascribed to an
open-door philosophy and telling people what you
know,” Nelson reveals.
Leading up to the merger, “we had town hall
meetings so everyone could hear all the concerns
that were being voiced, knowing that someone
might ask what someone else is hesitant to ask.”
Those meetings, some smaller and some videoconferenced for nationwide staff, often were held

“IN TERMS OF CULTURE, CONCERN ISN’T A
GENERATIONAL THING. I SEE MILLENNIALS
MOVING FROM A PRIVATE OFFICE WORKPLACE TO
AN OPEN ENVIRONMENT HAVING JUST AS MUCH
DIFFICULTY AS BOOMERS.”

SPILLING THE BEANS
As Nelson indicates, communication is key
to change management. But, dialogue isn’t
enough. Impactful communication involves
22
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–BECKY HANNER, HANNER COMMERCIAL ASSET SERVICES

even if there was no news to report. It’s the silence
that can be most unsettling, Nelson explains.
Hanner will go a little further out on a
corporate limb. The responsibility to the employer
is clear, she says, but there’s still room for honesty
with your staff. In the face of change, she notes,
“I’m upfront and honest with my people, and
I’ll tell them I’ll do everything I can to protect
their jobs, even if it entails a relocation. And,
if something should happen, I’ll give a good
reference and a good lead.
“You don’t want to jeopardize your
organization,” she continues, “But, we’re also
talking about your own reputation in the market,
and no one should ever do anything that might
taint their own personal reputation.”
Yes, that frank approach does spook some
recipients and can send them scurrying for the

door, she adds. But, in the name of honesty and
that reputation, “I can live with myself.”

THE PYRAMID, INVERTED
There’s a counter-intuitive tone to such an
approach to change management that challenges
old notions of top-down decision-making. “It’s very
difficult to implement any change management
program top-down,” says Rhodes, “because
you’re asking people who potentially have more
experience than you to do things differently.”
An outsider might be surprised at this, but he
says it’s a concept the military embraces. While
orders still filter down through the ranks, much
of that decision-making is informed by intel from
subordinates. “Although we may not be able to
put all the strategic pieces together, we’re still
gathering the required information, so as policy
changes come down, it’s actually made up of what
we’re seeing in the field,” he explains.
It’s an apt business model, according to Rhodes.
“Engage your people, ask them how they’re seeing
things change out there. That will allow you, first,
to keep up with what’s going on in the industry
and with your tenants, because they’re constantly
changing structures as well,” he says. “Second,
it gets their input and advice. You’ll make the
ultimate call, but it actually came from the mouths
of your people.”
He also suggests another military approach,
explaining that the Marines actually maintain a
database of lessons learned that dates back to the
1970s. Such a resource can go far to help property
managers avoid landmines others encountered.
And, yes, it’s a concept applicable to the private
sector. “I’ve seen it done in multibillion-dollar,
Fortune 100 companies and in small startups,”
Rhodes says.
Both Nelson and Hanner agree with the need
for shared information. “Just communicate like
heck and make sure you have a good relationship
with your employees,” advises the latter. “People
tolerate change a lot better when they understand
what’s driving it. They’ll be happy to help, as long
as you keep talking honestly with them.”
“Frustration is a poison in the minds of the
people on your team,” Nelson adds. “Trust is

“FRUSTRATION IS A
POISON IN THE MINDS
OF THE PEOPLE
ON YOUR TEAM.
TRUST IS EASILY LOST.”
–COURTNEY NELSON,
COMMONSPIRIT HEALTH

easily lost. The key to any organization managing
change is communication and giving folks the
opportunity to be heard. Not everyone will be
satisfied with your answers, but their questions
can be provocative and informative.” (See “From
Real Estate’s Hands to the Pope’s Ear,” page 21.)

WHAT’S GOOD FOR THE GOOSE…
What works for the internal operations of any real
estate firm pays dividends in tenant relationships.
Change management executed properly “allows
you to keep on the cutting edge of the market
and what your tenants need,” explains Rhodes.
“If you can listen to your tenants—something
not everyone does well—and provide services
first in your market, they’ll see you as a great
and innovative adviser. If not, someone else will
provide the right answers and take that business.”
Having such systems already in place, however
you realize them in your organization, is key
to encountering change head on. Otherwise,
you’ll get a crash course in change management,
whether you like it or not.
And, as Rhodes says: “Crisis is not the time
when logical thought prevails.” B
ABOUT THE AUTHOR: John Salustri is

editor-in-chief of Salustri Content Solutions, a
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BOMA 2019:

WHAT A SHOW!

BY VALERIE DENNIS CRAVEN, JANELLE PENNY AND CAROLINE POMILLA

“Y

es, I do my own stunts,” joked an
on-theme Brian Cappelli, BOMA Fellow,
RPA—BOMA International’s 2018-2019
chair—as he welcomed an A-List crowd
of commercial real estate professionals to
the most anticipated event of the year for
commercial real estate: the 2019 BOMA
International Conference & Expo.
The annual conference, which took place June 22-25 in
Salt Lake City, literally rolled out the red carpet for attendees, as was fitting for its movie theme. Set against a backdrop of mountain scenery, thousands of property professionals from around the globe gathered for world-class
professional development, unmatched networking opportunities and tips to meet operational challenges and enhance
asset performance. It was an award-winning production
that truly fit its cinematic motif—and we have the highlight
reel to prove it.
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FUTURIST CHALLENGES ATTENDEES
TO EMBRACE DISRUPTION
Futurist Amy Webb (pictured, above) captivated the audience at BOMA 2019 during her opening keynote presentation at
the Sunday General Session, sponsored
by USAA Real Estate. Before identifying
examples of future changes or advising on
how to approach them, Webb connected the
audience to the purpose of their endeavors,

noting that Americans work an average of 2,223 hours a
year, with many of those hours spent at properties and
facilities owned, operated and influenced by BOMA’s
members and conference attendees.
“Your decisions matter,” Webb stressed. And, as such,
she urged the audience to consider future uncertainties
carefully, such as how building spaces could shift in use,
location and infrastructure. “If you think about all this,
you don’t have existential problems, but future benefits
and opportunities,” Webb told the audience. She provided helpful tips for applying these insights, such as
incorporating emerging technologies and being wary of
what is a trend versus what is simply trendy. In terms of
what not to do, Webb urged the audience to resist forecasting beyond a three- to five-year window. Instead,
she said to “think about the actions you can take along
the way; the future is built incrementally.”

SOAR TO NEW PROFESSIONAL HEIGHTS:
GET YOUR CMCP
Outgoing BOMA International Chair Brian Cappelli
unveiled the new Certified Manager of Commercial
Properties (CMCP) certification at the Sunday General Session. The audience learned that the credential
is offered by the Commercial Real Estate Certification
Institute (CRECI), an independent certification body
backed by BOMA International and BOMI International,
and that it seeks to provide early-career professionals with validation of foundational knowledge in their
career development. Cappelli explained that “supervisors can use the CMCP to evaluate a property manager’s
readiness for increased roles or responsibilities,” adding
that it also can help supervisors “uncover areas where
more experience or training may be helpful and…provide recognition of achievement.”

SCHOLARSHIP INVESTS IN TOMORROW’S LEADERS
Often, the opportunity to attend an educational event
or conference is based on seniority, leaving few chances
for those new to their role or industry to grow their
skills and network. The BOMA Foundation is working
to provide these valuable, career-enhancing opportunities to young and emerging professionals in commercial
real estate through the J. Michael Coleman Scholarship,
which provides recipients a chance to attend the annual
BOMA International Conference & Expo for free.
This year, 10 people attended as 2019 Coleman

Scholarship recipients (pictured, above, from left):
Giovanna Caffrey, JLL, BOMA/Chicago; Shell Kirk,
Transwestern, BOMA/Nashville; Liza Skorupski,
SteelWave, BOMA/Seattle-King County; Meghan
Schlotzhauer, MC Realty Group, BOMA/Kansas City;
Claudia Adams, Cushman & Wakefield, BOMA/Kansas City; Myrna Santos, CBRE, BOMA/Oakland-East
Bay; Sarah Tessmer, Cushman & Wakefield, BOMA/
St. Louis; Samantha Reiter, RiverRock Real Estate
Group, BOMA/Orange County; Ashlyn Cox, Bozzuto
Management Company, BOMA/Baltimore; and Gregory
Squassi, Brandywine Realty Trust, BOMA/Philadelphia.

BOMA’S BOARD OF GOVERNORS GETS DOWN
TO BUSINESS
BOMA leadership gathered on
Sunday to take care of important business at the Board of
Governors meeting. The meeting
began with the recognition of
Judy Dwiggins, whom the board
approved for Distinguished
Service Membership at the
2019 Winter Business Meeting.
The audience applauded Dwiggins for serving more than 20 years as BAE for BOMA/
Anchorage and the significant membership growth
she inspired throughout her tenure. Continuing in this
spirit of gratitude, an awe-struck Janice Parham, BAE of
BOMA/Greater Cleveland, was called to the podium to
receive a Chair’s Award from Cappelli. The award was
given in appreciation for Parham’s exemplary commitment to the BAE role and the valuable contributions she
brings to BOMA and the commercial real estate industry.
After presenting his award to Parham, Cappelli (pictured, above) followed with a Chair’s Report, in which
he addressed BOMA’s evolving role as a partner in its
members’ success. While addressing the various factors
impacting today’s industry, Cappelli emphasized BOMA’s
function as a “learning laboratory” that members can
utilize to collaborate on methods for leveraging change.
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Cappelli illuminated some recent undertakings that will
contribute to the enriching, educational environment
within BOMA.
Later that morning, representatives from the new
Commercial Real Estate Certification Institute (CRECI)
provided an in-depth overview of the new independent
certification body co-created by BOMA International
and BOMI International and announced the official
launch of CRECI’s very first credential, the CMCP certification (read more in “Soar to...” section, page 25). This
presentation, by CRECI Chair Murray Greene, BOMA
Fellow, CPM, RPA, SMA, and CRECI Vice Chair Trish
Faidiga, BOMI-HP, FMA, RPA, was followed by BOMA
International Chair-Elect Scott O. Jones, PE, and BOMI
International Chair Nick Stolatis reporting on some
other exciting outcomes from the organizations’ joint
education initiative agreement, including the launch of a
new online, self-paced CMCP exam prep course.
On the advocacy front, Government Affairs Committee Chair Geoff Wardle, BOMA Fellow, delivered a status
report on the Industry Defense Fund (IDF) Oversight
Committee’s recent approval of three new applications:
one from BOMA/Suburban Chicago on a creative interpretation of a parking tax by Cook County; one from
BOMA/Hawaii on electric vehicle parking requirements;
and one from BOMA International on an FCC rule
on over-the-air reception devices that would severely
threaten property rights. BOMAPAC Council Chair
Sandrena Robinson, LEED Green Associate, followed
with a presentation on BOMA International’s political
action committee (BOMAPAC). She reported that
BOMAPAC had distributed $46,600 to candidates so far
in 2019 and had raised almost $40,000 since the start of
2019. An additional record-breaking $22,500 was raised
in Salt Lake City by BOMA member contributions.
BOMA International Senior Vice President Patricia
Areno, CAE, announced even more BOMA generosity, reporting that 20 BOMA local associations opted to
donate part or all of their revenue-sharing checks from
The Home Depot® member rebate program—totaling
approximately $15,000—to the BOMA Foundation for
use toward future Coleman scholarships. The Board of
Governors approved a request by Secretary/Treasurer
Keith Major, CPM, to match the funds donated by the
BOMA local associations to the BOMA Foundation using
money from the Opportunity Fund, and the motion was
approved unanimously.
26
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The meeting ended with the official swearing in of
new 2019-2021 Executive Committee members, as well
as the 2019-2020 BOMA International officers: Chair
and Chief Elected Officer Scott O. Jones, PE, of BOMA/
San Francisco; Chair-Elect Shelby Christensen, LEED
Green Associate, of BOMA/Philadelphia; Vice Chair
Mark Dukes, BOMA Fellow, CCIM, RPA, of BOMA/
Georgia; and Secretary/Treasurer Keith Major, CPM, of
BOMA/Toronto.

SCENES FROM THE BEEHIVE STATE
Day one of the BOMA International Conference & Expo
closed with a large and interactive welcome party full of
state scenery and flavor. The party was filled with activities for attendees to let their hair down and enjoy themselves, including a taffy-pulling station, photo booth and
palm reading. Themed exhibits delivered a glimpse into
Utah’s unique magic, incorporating such details as the
twinkling string lights of the Sundance Film Festival, a
replica Park City gondola chair and a three-dimensional
red mountain display—complete with an ATV.
The following night, BOMA 2019 attendees had the
opportunity to hop from party to party. Revellers got
groovy at the The Depot during the totally awesome
1970s-themed BOMA Fever event (hosted by BOMA
International Cornerstone Partners Comcast Business,
thyssenkrupp and Yardi), and they joined a full house
at the Lake Effect for a “high-energy, high-hilarity”
cover band experience (hosted by BOMA International
Ambassador Partner Able Services). Whether guests
were doing the limbo in their best disco get-ups at The
Depot or enjoying the live cover tunes from the Lake
Effect’s outdoor section, Monday’s events certainly
brought enough music to transform Salt Lake City into
BOMA’s very own Funkytown.

SHE HAD THE GOLDEN TICKET!
BOMA International’s version of Willy Wonka, the
BOMA Golden Ticket raffle kicked off at the BOMA
International Expo on
Sunday. Every conference
attendee was entered to
win $800. Numbers were
drawn and announced
on the trade show floor,
and Kim DeFily (pictured), portfolio manager
with American Landmark
Properties, won the first prize. She claimed her winnings
and joked with her co-workers that “drinks are on me
tonight.”

Trade show attendees also had the opportunity to visit
with two award-winning exhibitors: BG Talent, which
won the best pre-show promotion award for the creative
marketing of its booth in advance of the annual conference, and Fitspot, which won the award for most engaging booth by incorporating both a masseuse and palm
reader to draw people in.

THE POWER OF COMMUNITY

AN INSIDE LOOK AT INNOVATION
This year’s hottest, most innovative technologies were
on display at the BOMA International Expo. Attendees
had the opportunity to visit the booths of more than
400 knowledgeable commercial real estate product and
service providers. Eight of BOMA International’s Cornerstone Partners showcased their latest products and
solutions in the Cornerstone Partner Pavilion, featuring
exhibits from Allied Universal®, Comcast Business, Kimberly-Clark Professional™, Kings III Emergency Communications, The Home Depot®, thyssenkrupp, Trane
and Yardi. In addition to the impressive products displayed, the Cornerstone Partners also hosted a philanthropic initiative in their pavilion for conference attendees (read more in “The Power...” section, right column).
The Expo also included Green and Tech pavilions,
both of which featured many first-time exhibitors that
offered products and services for all parts of the property management and facility spectrum.

Every BOMA member can attest to the positive role
the organization’s community has played in their own
lives, and this year’s conference offered opportunities
to bring the power of BOMA community to other worthy causes. One such activity included a town hall-style
forum led by BOMA International President and COO
Henry Chamberlain, APR, FASAE, CAE, to explore the
impact of homelessness in our communities. Participants shared their unique perspectives and communityspecific experiences and successes to inspire thoughtful, creative solutions for a complex issue.
Conference attendees also had the opportunity to lend
a helping hand by assembling toiletry kits of essential
items donated by BOMA International’s Cornerstone
Partners in the Cornerstone Partner Pavilion. These kits
were donated to a local Salt Lake City cause, the justopened Geraldine E. King Women’s Resource Center,
which provides a place for displaced women to find
firmer footing while staying with their children. Attendees helped exceed the goal of this initiative, assembling
more than 2,500 kits by the end of the conference. The
philanthropic event garnered a great response, said Alan
Stein of TWIO, who helped coordinate the event with
the Cornerstone Partners. “Attendees appreciated that
they could help, and everyone thought this was a great
use of exhibit hall space,” he said, noting that it was good
to bring together the commercial real estate community
to help the host city and do its part to lend a hand.
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WOMEN’S BREAKFAST

EMERGING PROFESSIONALS PANEL
Emerging professionals took advantage of the conference’s two events dedicated to providing network opportunities, development strategies and words of encouragement. On Monday afternoon, a full room of emerging professionals listened attentively to a session led by
Melanie Bellinger, RPA, vice chair of BOMA International’s Emerging Professionals Committee, and Cristalle
Bozarth, executive director of BOMA/Kansas City. The
session walked the audience through the ins and outs
of creating an emerging professionals committee and
provided a detailed toolkit to empower emerging professionals in their own BOMA local associations.
On Tuesday, a session was held to bring senior industry professionals and emerging professionals together
for a discussion on the issue of attracting and retaining
talent. They discussed how professionals eager to grow
within their company can become frustrated without
a clear path to do so, which emphasized the need for
senior leadership to openly communicate available
opportunities to these individuals. Panelist Erin
Dayanan, vice president of Property Management at
Pacific Property Group (pictured, above, top left, with
fellow panelists), offered tips for seasoned professionals to do this. She instructed them to invite stand-out
emerging professionals to coffee, take a genuine interest
in their success, get to know them on a personal level,
maintain communication and offer constructive feedback rather than explicit direction.
Panelists also encouraged emerging professionals to
get involved in BOMA at the local level to make connections, grow and learn. “Don’t be afraid to ask people
in BOMA or your company, ‘What can I do to get more
plugged in?’” encouraged panelist Mason Bodie, RPA,
senior property manager at Stream Realty.
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At the perennially popular Women in Commercial Real
Estate Program & Breakfast, a panel of property management veterans (pictured, below) encouraged women
entering the field to approach their careers deliberately
and authentically and be willing to collaborate. The program, which was moderated by Trane’s Keri Taylor, fostered discussions drawn from the panelists’ own experiences as women in the industry and offered valuable,
actionable insights for professional empowerment and
growth.
A good place to start is to simply ask yourself what
kind of professional you want to be. “You can all think
of someone in your career who has been hard on you,
someone you don’t want to emulate,” said Marla
Maloney, president of Asset Services, Americas for
Cushman & Wakefield. “I can think of a few people who
I learned I don’t want to be. Think about how we can
put ourselves in the best position to have a positive
outcome.”

This considered, don’t be afraid to recognize your own
areas that need improvement. While women in traditionally male-dominated fields often feel the need to
prove their ability by never admitting weakness, sometimes these areas can offer new learning opportunities.
“Some people are afraid to ask questions because they
don’t want to look like they don’t know what they’re
doing, and that’s the biggest mistake,” explained Shelby
Christensen, senior vice president of Operations for Liberty Property Trust and new chair-elect of BOMA International. “You can’t be afraid to surround yourself with
people who are better than you.”
But, don’t second guess the ideas about which you do
feel confident. Instead, Taylor urged property professionals to put their fresh ideas forward, advising the
audience that they should “have a good business case,

but go for it and try to implement something that’s really
new and innovative.”
And, more than anything, step up. The panel emphasized the importance of volunteering for new responsibilities, as this can provide the opportunity to take project ownership and demonstrate capability. “That helps
set a tone for you and what your work ethic looks like,”
said Tonya Scharf, partner with Waller Lansden Dortch
& Davis, LLP.
Conference & Expo. The award will cover registration
plus up to $1,000 toward travel, lodging and other associated costs. This year’s recipients (pictured, above, from
left) were: Maya Henderson, Kilroy Realty Corporation;
Ying Lucy Fan, Peak Power Energy; Jeffrey Sack, Cannon Commercial Management; Deborah Teng, LaSalle
Investment Management; and Savitha Chelladurai,
Navy Pier.

MEET THE GREEN LEASE LEADERS
Building sustainable practices into your leases isn’t just
the right thing to do for the planet. Leading-edge companies, building owners and managers know it’s the
right thing to do for their budgets, too. Maria T.
Vargas, senior adviser with the U.S. Department of
Energy and program director of the Better Buildings
Initiative (pictured, above, front, second from left), presented Green Lease Leader recognition to 24 such organizations at BOMA 2019 during the Tuesday General
Session, sponsored by BOMA International Cornerstone
Partner Yardi. Vargas thanked the honorees for the work
they are doing to make the “nation’s buildings better,
more efficient and a key part of our economic progress.”
One organization was recognized for team transactions;
13 Silver-level organizations were recognized for taking
foundational steps toward reducing energy and water
consumption; and six Gold-level organizations were recognized for building on Silver-level accomplishments by
executing their green leases.

NEW SUSTAINABILITY SCHOLARSHIP LAUNCHES
Thanks to a grant from Yardi, BOMA International also
launched its inaugural BOMA Sustainability Scholarship program at the annual conference. Each year, the
scholarship will connect five students or professionals
studying or working in sustainability with all the opportunities available at the annual BOMA International

CHAMBERLAIN CALLS FOR AUTHENTICITY IN
STATE OF THE INDUSTRY ADDRESS
BOMA International President and COO Henry Chamberlain (pictured) presented his annual State of the
Industry address during Tuesday’s General Session. He
highlighted the power of authenticity to set your building apart. “You can achieve authenticity by taking existing building stock
and creating new workplaces and
developments—that’s your ability to
differentiate yourself,” Chamberlain
explained. “Consider authenticity in all
you do.”
While inspiration can come from
many different places, Chamberlain
noted that evaluating which
services are right for your occupants is
a good place to start. He advised audience members to ask what
services and amenities they can include, based on growing tenant expectations. Chamberlain also noted that, as
the use of traditional offices continues to decrease and
the interest in working anywhere in a connected, mobile
world increases, industry members should consider how
to fulfill this flexible workspace demand in the spaces
they have. Emerging technologies were another area
Chamberlain advised attendees to be aware of and get
ahead of. One trend he said was gaining traction was
the use of mobile apps that can link properties within a
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portfolio and services around a building. The idea is to
uncover how new technology can be leveraged to provide an authentic experience in a building.
According to Chamberlain, great ideas can come out of
a conversation with a building’s tenants and occupants,
looking at case studies of other buildings and going on
building tours. “People are reshaping the future,” said
Chamberlain, and, to compete, you need to create an
authentic experience for them.

RELEASING THE WONDER OF REAL ESTATE
In today’s industry, commercial real estate practitioners
are constantly revaluating business strategies in search
of the latest tactic to remain competitive. But, among all
the shiny new gadgets and high-dollar consultations,
what if the nearest solution to future challenges was
to simply live in the magic of right now? Peter Merrett,
BOMA Fellow, the founder of The House of Wonderful, and Doug Lipp, former head of training for Disney
University (pictured, above, left, with Merrett), combined
their hospitality and entertainment backgrounds to
deliver this unique perspective at Tuesday’s General
Session. The animated presentation asked audience
members to channel creativity, joy and wonder in their
business as a means to achieve a happy culture with a
happy bottom line.
The audience was led through three steps (or “gems,”
as they called them) for “releasing wonder” personally
and professionally. The first step? A call to open your
heart. Merrett explained that being open allows you to
see “what’s now” so that you don’t miss the moments
in front of you. This has huge implications for hiring,
developing and retaining talent as it brings you to notice
those who truly create value versus those who do not.
Lipp added that investing time and energy into employees was the philosophy of success used by Disney: “Hire
30
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right, train right, treat right.” For Lipp, this means you
have to get the right people on board, promote them and
take the time to provide on-the-job feedback in 30- to
40-second bursts.
The second gem directed the audience to “be all
of you.” In the workplace, we all have roles, and setting clear expectations for each individual role allows
employees to execute their duties thoroughly. While we
all have morning workplace routines, like grabbing a
coffee or logging in to email, Merrett stated that masters
of this “gem” convene with their team before doing anything else to ensure that all staff members are clear on
the agenda and their role in seeing it through.
The third gem challenged the audience to “go higher,”
calling them to consider the small details that can be
improved to elevate service levels for their employees
and tenants. “Think for a moment about your ‘go-higher’
operations,” Lipp said. “You, as a leader, setting the tone,
setting the culture for your crew, your staff, your team.”
The afternoon closed with attendees blowing up balloons, filling the ballroom with dots of BOMA blue being
released into the air, igniting the sense of wonder that
every person and every business could use.

RED CARPET RECEPTION
BOMA rolled out the red carpet for a glamorous awards
presentation at The Outstanding Building of the Year®
(TOBY®) Awards, known throughout the industry as the
Oscars of commercial real estate. The event kicked off
with a reception to gather, have a drink and share final
thoughts from the conference. Luci Smith, a 23-year
BOMA veteran, shared that she enjoyed how the red
carpet brought the theatrical movie theme together,
pointing out that the TOBYs are not “a beauty contest;
they’re about how well you manage your buildings.”
This year, the reception also featured an opportunity for
attendees to stop for an interview with John
Salustri, who also conducted interviews with

education-session speakers during the previous two
days in the BOMA International/BUILDINGS booth.
Members from BOMA/Orlando (pictured, opposite page,
lower right) gathered for a group shot in celebration of
their buildings named as finalists in three categories.

BOMA FELLOWS HONORED

TOBY® AWARDS SHOCK AND SURPRISE US
For the first time in the 33-year history of the TOBY®
Awards, one TOBY® Award category produced two
winners. Awards Co-Masters of Ceremonies (and past
BOMA International chairs) Rob Brierley, BOMA Fellow, and Brian Harnetiaux, BOMA Fellow, opened the
envelope and revealed to the audience that there would
be two winners for the Industrial Office Building award.
The crowd produced an audible gasp before the winners
were revealed. Taking home the prize were: Horizon
Commerce Park, Orlando, Florida, managed and owned
by EastGroup Properties; and Waterford Innovation
Center, Plymouth, Minnesota, a BOMA 360-designated
building managed and owned by Duke Realty.
Adding to the excitement was a presentation of the
inaugural BOMA International Global Innovation Award
to Shanghai Tower. The BOMA 360-designated skyscraper, which is the tallest building in China and the
second tallest in the world, was honored for its global
industry leadership and its iconic place in the world of
commercial real estate. Shanghai Tower is managed by
Shanghai Tower Business CBRE Property Management
Company Limited and owned by Shanghai Tower Construction & Development Co., Ltd.
The Windy City got boasting rights, as the coveted
award for the Over 1 Million Square Feet category went
to 500 West Madison in Chicago (representatives, pictured, above). The BOMA 360-designated building, managed by Transwestern and owned by KBS Realty Advisors, features a fully modernized atrium and concourse
to create an unrivaled open-air environment (see a full
list of TOBY® Award nominees on pages 32-35).

The 2019 class of BOMA Fellows (pictured, above) also
was celebrated at the TOBY® Awards banquet. BOMA
Fellows have displayed exemplary and sustained contributions to the industry, their profession, the community
and BOMA through leadership and service.
The three new Fellows, who brought the total number
of BOMA Fellows to 50, are: Randal Froebelius, P.Eng.,
Equity ICI Real Estate Services Inc.; James R. Kleeman,
RPA, Port Authority of New York and New Jersey; and
Richard J. McClure, Kennedy Wilson Properties.

MEET THE NEW CHAIR
Capping off the evening
was the swearing in of
BOMA International’s
2019-2020 Chair and Chief
Elected Officer Scott O.
Jones, PE (pictured). He
took the moment in and,
looking out into the audience with great appreciation, expressed that he was
“humbled to stand before
attendees.” Jones, who
has more than 20 years of
industry experience, is a vice president for Jacobs, managing the northern California region for the Buildings
Infrastructure division.
Jones asked one thing of each attendee: “To help support, mentor and engage the next generation, while paving a path for generations to come.”
Mark your calendar now for the 2020 BOMA International Conference & Expo, taking place June 27-30, 2020,
in Philadelphia. B
ABOUT THE AUTHORS: Valerie Dennis Craven is director of

editorial services and Janelle Penny is editor-in-chief for BUILDINGS Media. They provided on-the-ground coverage of the annual
conference for BOMA International’s award-winning conference
dailies. Caroline Pomilla is associate editor of BOMA Magazine.
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2019 TOBY®

REGIONAL WINNERS/
INTERNATIONAL NOMINEES
This year’s 78 regional winners and nominees for The Outstanding Building of the Year® (TOBY®) Awards, in 16
project categories, follow. BOMA International award winners will be featured in the September/October issue
of BOMA Magazine.

CORPORATE FACILITY

EARTH

HISTORICAL BUILDING

500 TownPark
Lake Mary, Florida
Managed by Piedmont Office
Realty Trust
Owned by Piedmont 500
TownPark, LLC

5 Park Plaza
Irvine, California
Managed by Irvine Company Office
Properties
Owned by Irvine Company Office
Properties

Devon Energy Center
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Managed by Hines
Owned by Devon Energy

Eighth Avenue Place
Calgary, Alberta, Canada
Managed by Hines Canada
Management
Owned by MATCO; Ivanhoe
Cambridge; Epic Investment
Services

Chicago Board of Trade
Building
Chicago, Illinois
Managed by Glenstar Asset
Management
Owned by Chicago BT
Property, LLC

Hearst Tower
New York, New York
Managed by Tishman Speyer
Owned by Hearst
Preservation Center
Gatineau, Quebec, Canada
Managed by BGIS
Owned by Library and Archives
Canada
Regenstrief Institute
Indianapolis, Indiana
Managed by CBRE, Inc.
Owned by Regenstrief Institute, Inc.
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Colonial Warehouse
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Managed by The Excelsior
Group, LLC
Owned by GRE Colonial
Warehouse Owners, LLC

1515 Broadway
New York, New York
Managed by SL Green Realty
Corp.
Owned by SL Green Realty Corp.

Sharyland Building
Dallas, Texas
Managed by Hunt Office
Management
Owned by Hunt Ross Akard, LLC

Clock Shadow Building
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Managed by Colliers International
Owned by Milwaukee Fix, LLC

Smith Tower
Seattle, Washington
Managed by Unico Properties, LLC
Owned by Unico Properties, LLC

Tampa City Center
Tampa, Florida
Managed by Cushman & Wakefield
Owned by Banyan Street Capital

South Street Landing
Providence, Rhode Island
Managed by Cushman & Wakefield
Owned by CV SSL Master
Tenant, LLC c/o Wesford Asset
Management, LLC; Ventas, Inc.

Venable Center
Durham, North Carolina
Managed by Trinity Partners
Owned by VC Owner, LLC

INDUSTRIAL OFFICE
BUILDING
238-242 Lawrence
South San Francisco, California
Managed by Cushman & Wakefield
Owned by Terreno 238 Lawrence,
LLC
Horizon Commerce Park
Orlando, Florida
Managed by EastGroup Properties
Owned by EastGroup Properties
I-290 Industrial Park
Northborough, Massachusetts
Managed by CBRE, Inc.
Owned by DRA Advisors

Conventus
Buffalo, New York
Managed by Ciminelli Real Estate
Corporation
Owned by Seavest Core Buffalo
Conventus
Methodist Medical Office
Building Pavilion 1
Addison, Texas
Managed by Lincoln Harris CSG
Owned by MHSS
MOB-Addison, LP

MIXED-USE
737 North Michigan/Olympia
Centre
Chicago, Illinois
Managed by CBRE, Inc.
Owned by 737 North Michigan
Avenue Investors, LLC

PUBLIC ASSEMBLY
BUILDING
City of Doral Government
Center
Doral, Florida
Managed by City of Doral
Owned by City of Doral
Heritage Park Senior Center
and Aquatics Complex
Henderson, Nevada
Managed by City of Henderson
Owned by City of Henderson

RENOVATED BUILDING
170 South Main
Salt Lake City, Utah
Managed by Cushman & Wakefield
Owned by 200 South Main Street
Investors, LLC

Waterford Innovation Center
Plymouth, Minnesota
Managed by Duke Realty
Owned by Duke Realty

Carolina Square
Chapel Hill, North Carolina
Managed by CBRE | Raleigh
Owned by Carolina Square
Project, LP

203 North LaSalle Street
Chicago, Illinois
Managed by M&J Wilkow
Properties, LLC
Owned by TKOS II, LLC

WAXIE Sanitary Supply—
Salt Lake City, Utah
Salt Lake City, Utah
Managed by WAXIE Sanitary
Supply
Owned by WAXIE Sanitary Supply

FMC Tower at Cora
Centre South
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Managed by Brandywine Realty
Trust
Owned by Brandywine Realty Trust

280 Park Avenue
New York, New York
Managed by CBRE, Inc.
Owned by Broadway 280 Park
Fee, LLC

MEDICAL OFFICE
BUILDING
Cochrane Community Health
Centre
Cochrane, Alberta, Canada
Managed by Bentall Kennedy
(Canada), LP
Owned by Grand Central
Health, Inc.

Meadowlark Health &
Shopping Centre
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
Managed by FCR Management
Services, LP
Owned by First Capital
(Meadowlark) Corporation

Rocky Point Centre
Tampa, Florida
Managed by Parmenter
Owned by Parmenter
The MET Costa Mesa
Costa Mesa, California
Managed by McCarthy Cook & Co.
Owned by PGIM; McCarthy Cook
& Co.
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RETAIL
Park Place Shopping Centre
Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada
Managed by Primaris
Management, Inc., a Division of
H&R REIT
Owned by H&R REIT
Tower Shops
Davie, Florida
Managed by Stiles Property
Management
Owned by Federal Realty
Investment Trust

SUBURBAN OFFICE
PARK LOW-RISE
Ballardvale Office Park
Wilmington, Massachusetts
Managed by CBRE, Inc.
Owned by Griffith Properties
Castleton Park
Indianapolis, Indiana
Managed by Cushman & Wakefield
Owned by Castleton Park
Indianapolis, LP
International Business Park
Plano, Texas
Managed by Billingsley Company
Owned by Billingsley Company
Memorial Center I & II
Tampa, Florida
Managed by Cushman & Wakefield
Owned by IP Capital Partners

SUBURBAN OFFICE
PARK MID-RISE
200 & 400 Bridgewater
Crossings
Bridgewater, New Jersey
Managed by Piedmont Office
Management, LLC
Owned by Piedmont Office
Realty Trust
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AeroCentre
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada
Managed by Menkes Property
Management Services, Ltd.
Owned by Healthcare of Ontario
Pension Plan (HOOPP) Realty, Inc.
Cornerstone One and
Cornerstone Two
Plantation, Florida
Managed by Patrinely Group, LLC
Owned by PG Plantation CS One
and CS Two, LLC

UNDER 100,000 SQ FT

100,000-249,999 SQ FT
140 Town Center
Columbus, Ohio
Managed by Newmark Knight
Frank
Owned by Columbus/East TownOhio Police & Fire Pension Fund
(OP&F, Inc.)
1055 East Colorado Property
Pasadena, California
Managed by Cushman & Wakefield
Owned by Beacon Capital
Partners, Inc.

161 Portage Avenue East
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada
Managed by Bentall Kennedy, LP
Owned by Richardson Centre, Ltd.

Bond Street Wharf
Baltimore, Maryland
Managed by Harbor East
Management Group
Owned by Bond Street Wharf, LLC

330 Townsend
San Francisco, California
Managed by CIM Group
Owned by 330 Townsend (SF)
Owner, LLC

Centrum at Glenridge
Atlanta, Georgia
Managed by Stream Realty
Partners-Atlanta, LP
Owned by Origin Capital Partners

959 Concord Street
Framingham, Massachusetts
Managed by Lincoln Property
Company
Owned by 180-194 WFST, LLC

Knoll Trail Plaza
Dallas, Texas
Managed by Cawley Partners
Owned by Knoll Trail Office
Partners, LP

Kirton McConkie Building
Salt Lake City, Utah
Managed by Utah Property
Management Associates, LLC
Owned by City Creek Reserve, Inc.

T3
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Managed by Hines
Owned by LaSalle Investment
Management

Plaza at Las Olas
Fort Lauderdale, Florida
Managed by Stiles Property
Management
Owned by Third Avenue
Associates, Ltd.

250,000-499,999 SQ FT
125 Summer Street
Boston, Massachusetts
Managed by Oxford Properties
Group
Owned by Oxford Properties
Group

221 Main Street
San Francisco, California
Managed by Columbia Property
Trust
Owned by Columbia Property Trust

180 North LaSalle
Chicago, Illinois
Managed by JLL
Owned by 180 N LaSalle Property
Owner, LLC

Fifth Street Towers
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Managed by Zeller Realty Group
Owned by Fifth Street Towers
Properties, LLC

550 West Washington
Chicago, Illinois
Managed by JLL
Owned by MetLife

333 Bush LLC
San Francisco, California
Managed by Tishman Speyer
Owned by Tishman Speyer

500 West Madison
Chicago, Illinois
Managed by Transwestern
Owned by KBS Realty Advisors

Civica Commons
Bellevue, Washington
Managed by Unico Properties, LLC
Owned by AEW Capital
Management; Unico Properties,
LLC

AT&T Tower
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Managed by Ryan Companies
US, Inc.
Owned by ASB Capital Management

1201Third
Seattle, Washington
Managed by Wright Runstad &
Company
Owned by 1201 TAB Owner, LLC

Bank of America Plaza
Charlotte, North Carolina
Managed by TIER Property
Management, LLC
Owned by TIER REIT

Southcore Financial Centre
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Managed by QuadReal Property
Group, LP
Owned by bcIMC Realty Corporation

Livingston Place
Calgary, Alberta, Canada
Managed by QuadReal Property
Group, LP
Owned by bcIMC Realty Corporation

Southeast Financial Center
Miami, Florida
Managed by Jones Lang LaSalle
Owned by Ponte Gadea
Biscayne, LLC

CNL Center II
Orlando, Florida
Managed by Piedmont Office
Realty Trust
Owned by Piedmont CNL Towers
Orlando Owner, LLC
Crescent Ridge Corporate
Center I
Minnetonka, Minnesota
Managed by Cushman & Wakefield
Owned by Property Reserve, Inc.
Greenhill Towers
Addison, Texas
Managed by Crescent Property
Services, LLC
Owned by Codina Partners
Performance Court
(150 Elgin Street)
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
Managed by Morguard
Investments, Ltd.
Owned by Morguard Performance
Court, Ltd.

500,000-1 MILLION
SQ FT
100 Northern Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts
Managed by CBRE, Inc.
Owned by 100 Northern Avenue,
LLC

McKinney & Olive
Dallas, Texas
Managed by Crescent Property
Services, LLC
Owned by Crescent McKinney
Olive, LP
Torre Anseli
Mexico City, Mexico
Managed by GRUPO MF/CINSA
Owned by GRUPO MF/CINSA
West 8th
Seattle, Washington
Managed by CBRE, Inc.
Owned by RAR2-West 8th, LLC

OVER 1 MILLION SQ FT
One Financial Center
Boston, Massachusetts
Managed by JLL
Owned by MetLife; Norges Bank

The Home Depot® is the official sponsor
of BOMA International’s TOBY® Awards
program and banquet.
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A 360° VIEW OF
PERFORMANCE
EXCELLENCE

GREENWAY PLAZA:
EXCELLENCE FROM THE START
BY TANNER JOHNSTON

S

ince 1969, Greenway Plaza
has been a fixture in the
Houston commercial real
estate market. Throughout the campus’ long tenure as a sought-after
real estate business hub, ownership (GWP Nine LLC) and property
management’s commitment to quality
in everything they do has remained
unchanged. And, they use their
BOMA 360 designation to prove it.
When the BOMA 360 program
launched in the summer of 2009,
Matt Kent, managing director at
Parkway Properties, saw the importance of being one of the very first
program designees. Greenway Plaza
had already earned its LEED certification, but Kent knew BOMA 360
would further position Greenway
Plaza on the cutting edge of commercial property management. His goal
was simple yet ambitious: achieve
the designation for all 12 buildings, including the central plant that
provides chilled water for air-conditioning to the entire campus.
“For us, the BOMA 360 designation’s
focus on the specifics of excellent
building operations was particularly
meaningful,” says Kent. “People in
Houston already respected the BOMA
brand, so when they saw that BOMA
360 logo in our buildings, they understood how high we set the bar.”
Over the years, the BOMA 360
designation has become synonymous
36
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with dedication to both quality operations and improvement of the status
quo, and Greenway Plaza embodies those ideals. The management
team set a goal to make their property stand out against its competition,
and they achieved that goal when it
became part of the first-ever class
of BOMA 360 designees. Greenway
Plaza has maintained an extremely
high occupancy rate of about 95
percent, and Kent attributes that
stability, in part, to the team’s commitment to maintaining the property’s
BOMA 360 designation.
For Kent, the answer to why he and
his team prioritized maintaining the
BOMA 360 designations for all 12 of
the Greenway Plaza buildings was
obvious: “For us, renewing our designation was the perfect way to benchmark how we were performing. It
was great to have an objective third
party confirm how we were doing and
where we could be improving.”
While Kent oversees the entire
campus and manages the full
30-person property management
team, it’s the property managers
themselves that keep each of the
buildings running smoothly. Take
Patti Davis, for example. Davis is
the senior property manager for
Phase II of Greenway Plaza, which is
comprised of buildings Eight, Nine,
Eleven and Twelve.
Key to her strategy for keeping her

piece of Greenway Plaza running
smoothly, she says, is effective
communication. “We want to maintain the same standard of quality
operations that the rest of the campus
upholds and that means making sure
everyone is on the same page.”
Life safety and security is one of
the six criteria areas of the BOMA
360 application, and it’s no surprise
that Davis’ buildings hit a near perfect
score in this area. Phase II recently
experienced a flash flood just before
tenants were getting ready to leave
for the day. Timing was critical, and
Davis and her team were able to
assess the situation quickly and alert
tenants of their plans to close floodgates at certain entry points.
On its 10th birthday, BOMA 360 is
still finding ways to innovate. With
a brand new set of criteria in 2020,
“BOMA 360 2.0” will usher in the next
generation of excellence in property
management, and Greenway Plaza is
ready to embrace the change. B

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION
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Power your business with an
enterprise-wide solution covering
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TRENDS, STATS & FACTS
BY CAROLINE POMILLA

NEXT TECH STEPS:
SMART INTEGRATION
IS COMING TO
A CITY NEAR YOU
Over the years, the term “smart
city” has made its way into the
commercial real estate vernacular,
but a clear definition remains elusive.
With many property professionals still working to
implement the latest smart trends, most of which
are tech-based, in their own buildings, a potential
citywide application raises an entirely new set of
implications for the industry to consider.
But, don’t jump into planning out flying car
accommodations for your building just yet. Let’s
turn to experts on the subject for their perspectives
on the most foundational question of all: What is a
smart city?
If you’re struggling to find the answer to that
question, you’re not alone. In fact, most experts in
the field agree that the smart city concept is framed
by the professional lens of the individual using
it. One insightful interpretation comes from an
individual who has led urban design projects across
the world. James Moore, PhD, design principal with
Jacobs, characterizes a smart city as one that’s able
to “optimize the use of readily available, renewable
resources to provide a sustainable, high-quality
life for all of its residents now and into the future.”
You’ll notice that Moore’s definition doesn’t
specifically mention technology; rather, he believes
smart integration—or optimizing the use of data
and information—is a means to advancing these
goals, no matter what technology is employed.

FROM MICRO TO MACRO
The notion that technology can be used in cities
to improve operations and enhance the inhabitants’ experience is similar to the one driving many
building owners to implement smart technology
within their individual buildings. According to
Cleve Adams, CEO of Site 1001, this is because
38
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smart integration begins at the property level.
He reports that Americans spend an estimated
90 percent of their lives indoors, and, as such, the
work done by property professionals to improve
the conditions of these indoor spaces is crucial.
Through this lens, Adams suggests that a smart
city does not exist without smart buildings. And,
what is a smart building? To Adams, it means using the power of technology to guide all decisions
in relation to occupant comfort.
Moore also identifies how a property professional
could employ technology to advance city initiatives
and make things, well, smarter. He explains that
many cities mandate designated parking for
specific uses, which can result in a significant
amount of unused acreage when peak parking
times have passed. These mandates exist to
improve the experience of citizens who visit their
buildings; in recognizing this, property owners and
managers have the opportunity to make things
better. Moore suggests that a data aggregation
technology could be employed to monitor and
analyze parking usage, which could then lead
owners and managers to work with the commercial
buildings nearby to borrow or donate spaces as
demand changes.
Many modern commercial buildings are already
using smart technologies to streamline operations.

Popular technologies will gather
shift energy to a building that
There are other ways
all kinds of building data—
needs it.” Adams also believes
buildings can communicate
from lighting and water use
with neighboring buildings. If that, if given the opportunity to
to repair requests—and use
communicate, buildings could
given the opportunity to
artificial intelligence (AI) to
learn from one another to
communicate, buildings improve their operations.
produce predicted outcomes and
could learn from one
recommended actions based on
But, commercial real estate
that data. Property managers then another to improve their practitioners aren’t the only
can view those recommended
ones called to aid in these smart
operations.
actions on the platform’s
integration initiatives. Terry
dashboard or set the actions to
Connell, senior vice president
occur automatically through IoTof Sales Operations at Comcast
enabled (Internet of Things) devices.
Business, looks at smart cities as an “obligation for
Adams proposes other ways buildings can
technology providers to help the entire community
use technology to communicate, not only within
get more productive and have access to things
themselves, but with other neighboring buildings
that they didn’t previously have access to.” He
as well. For instance, he explains that one potential
emphasizes the need for solutions that harness
application might involve “a building with a solar
the power of technology, specifically the internet,
roof communicating to other buildings in the
to add value to a person’s life. He believes cities
community that it has excess power, allowing it to
and providers alike should ensure all community
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members have access to these resources by offering
lower-cost internet solutions to those who cannot
afford them otherwise.

options and empowers them with the information
to choose wisely from among them. Moore thinks
this represents “the ideal use of information within
a city. By giving people a variety of options, you help
DATA-DRIVEN WISDOM
them make the decision that works best for them.”
Many of the smart solutions on the market
He identifies Sydney, Australia, as one city
are derived from the need to improve how
working to make its transportation network more
buildings utilize the data that they—sometimes
of a service than a system. The plan includes a
unintentionally—collect. Adams feels strongly
smartphone-accessible technology platform to help
about the potential value of this information, which
customers plan their journeys, with the added ride
data aggregation platforms
redemption options from their
can transform into powerful
“personal mobility package”—a
Many of the smart solutions
operational insights.
bundle deal on ride services
on the market are derived
But, according to Adams,
across traditional and newer
from
the
need
to
improve
no ordinary data aggregation
mobility modes. This sense
platform will do. Rather, an
of flexibility incentivizes the
how buildings utilize the
effective system “must collect
public to diversify their means
data that they—sometimes
data into one building operating
of transportation and, in doing
unintentionally—collect,
system,” he says, “and that
so, reduce traffic.
which data aggregation
operating system needs to be
Moore also points to the
platforms can
able to decide the best direction
emersion of e-scooters (see
transform into powerful
for your building based on that
more about e-scooters on pages
operational
insights.
information.”
8-9) as potentially helpful
The same is true when you
technologies to improve the
scale up this data collection
“last-mile problem” and provide
to the city level—the data
easier transitions between
needs to be made actionable.
two points, such as the office
Moore breaks down the process that makes this
and subway station. In this sophisticated age of
possible, sharing that “data are bits of information;
technology, Moore expects that smarter mobility
information is this data placed into a collective
options will continue to surface, driving the need for
whole; and knowledge is understanding how to
cities to remain open to exploring them. Property
apply that kind of information, which all ultimately
practitioners should also stay alert to how mobility
leads to what you might even call wisdom: taking
improvements will increase public access to
this knowledge and integrating it into a purposeful,
commercial buildings and the implications within
meaningful, locally relevant continuum.”
this change.
Technology continues to push the bounds of
FROM POINT A TO POINT B
what can be accomplished both within individual
So, how is this technology being applied in today’s
buildings and the cities in which they belong.
cities? Many locales are looking toward smart
While there is no definitive guide to what elevates
solutions to improve mobility issues. According to
a solution from ordinary to “smart,” experts suggest
Moore, modern cities should be thinking about how
that it might involve a balance of new technology,
they can move from transportation as a system
considering both future and historical contexts and
to transportation as a service. The difference: A
seeking to advance what is currently in place. For
system submits to the standard, traditional idea
certain, the opportunity to enhance the wellbeing of
that people move from Point A to Point B by using
building occupants and the general population alike
a single dominant mode—e.g., private vehicles—
offers the commercial real estate industry one very
while a service provides people with a variety of
smart reason to take the next step. B
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SECTOR SPOTLIGHT
BY MELINDA MCLAUGHLIN

Image: Courtesy Of Prologis

WHEN THE SUPPLY CHAIN ENDS AT
YOUR DOORSTEP, IT’S TIME TO ADAPT

E-commerce has energized demand for last-mile facilities,
which not only take goods to retail centers, but also
facilitate delivery to where consumers live and work.

Logistics real estate used to be back
of mind. Warehouses and distribution centers
were planted in remote locations, where costs for
land, labor and taxes were low. Today, thanks to
e-commerce and rising service level expectations,
shortening time and distance to consumer populations is more important than ever. Next-day delivery
is evolving into same-day and one-hour delivery.
In this environment, consumers have put the
makers, movers and sellers of goods on notice,
and last century’s warehouses have evolved into
technology-rich logistics facilities. For a growing
number of companies, these assets already perform many of the functions of a store.
In fact, more retailing activity is taking place inside distribution centers. They’re highly varied in
purpose and intent and deploy technology to meet
rising customer service expectations. The resulting
implications for logistics real estate are clear:
• Import centers. These facilities act as the initial
stop for global supply chains within large geographies or as receiving facilities from domestic manufacturing sites. They are located near
global trade hubs and can either distribute to
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surrounding populations or act as a deconsolidation point serving other logistics facilities.
• Regional distribution. The growth of decentralized networks of regional distribution centers,
as opposed to centralized distribution models,
allows retailers to keep inventory closer to the
end consumer and meet ever-shortening delivery
times. This high through-put demands that facilities incorporate modern design features.
• Last-mile and city distribution. E-commerce
has energized demand for properties in urban
locations, enabling rapid e-fulfilment and timesensitive distribution. Last-mile facilities are an
extension of established supply chains, not only
taking goods to retail centers, but also facilitating
delivery to where consumers live and work. In
addition, these locations offer proximity to other
customers/suppliers and an ample workforce.
While every supply chain is different, requirements from big brands like Amazon and The
Home Depot often will span the entire supply
chain, while smaller companies like meal kit
company HelloFresh will rely more on last-mile
properties, such as Prologis’ own Last Touch® as-

sets. Meanwhile, third-party logistics and parcel
delivery companies like UPS and FedEx also are
jostling to position themselves in key locations.
Property managers are on the front lines of this
phenomenon. The changing demands of customers
means property managers must adjust to widely
variable space needs, keeping in mind the costs of
supply chain modernization. They also must educate themselves on the capabilities of a building,
the equipment a customer might need and how
technology can serve the supply chain.
According to a new report from commercial real
estate firm CBRE, demand from e-grocery and
meal kit sales will lead to development of up to an
additional 100 million square feet of cold storage
space over the next five years, an increase from a
current 214 million square feet. Yet, today, due to
rising costs and the technology involved, most cold
storage capacity in the United States is outsourced.

As a property manager, it may be in your best
interest to align with these vendors to maintain
cold-chain integrity throughout delivery. Property
managers also must stay on top of new technologies, such as energy-efficient lighting, product
movement and tracking systems and autonomous
forklifts, to ensure they are providing the best options for their customers.
Real estate has never been a particularly flexible business—huge amounts of capital get tied
up in multiyear leases that don’t easily expand or
contract. As businesses adapt their supply chains
to secure a competitive advantage, property managers become customer care providers, continually
looking for ways to improve operations. B

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Melinda McLaughlin is
vice president of Research for Prologis.
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CONFERENCE CONNECTION
BY JOHN B. MUGFORD

MOB CONFERENCE TRACKS INDUSTRY
CHALLENGES AND GROWTH

MOB Conference attendees gain insights during numerous panel
discussions, including one about the war being waged against the
opioid crisis.

From the opioid epidemic to the flood
of capital flowing into the sector, this
year’s BOMA International Medical Office Buildings
+ Healthcare Real Estate Conference in Minneapolis was a true snapshot of the growing importance
of medical office buildings (MOBs) in the delivery
of care. A near-record crowd of more than 1,300
professionals attended the three-day event to hear
topics ranging from the current disruptive forces
impacting healthcare building design to strategies
for recruiting physicians to fill MOBs and how to
manage healthcare facilities during ownership
changes.
Many attendees provided positive feedback on
one keynote presentation in particular: the battle
being waged, and seemingly being won, by CHI
St. Gabriel’s Hospital in Little Falls, Minnesota,
against the opioid addiction crisis. Registered
Nurse Erin Foss, outreach coordinator for the hospital’s opioid program, said the program has a 60
percent success rate in breaking patients of their
opioid addictions—this through both behavioral
counseling and the administering of buprenor44
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phine, a drug that helps in treatment with minimal side effects.
Christopher Bodnar, vice chairman of U.S.
Healthcare Capital Markets with CBRE Group,
Inc., noted that if there was an overall theme to
the conference, it was that demand for acquiring
and owning MOBs has continued to increase in
recent years. “The capital markets have opened
up, and companies are very active right now,” he
said, “whether it’s in development or investing.
At the same time, the health systems continue
to look for ways to expand their networks, all of
[which] results in a very active healthcare real
estate environment in 2019.”
This notion was confirmed by several panelists
throughout the conference. “Everyone is buying
right now,” said Evan Kovac, managing director
and an MOB sales specialist with HFF (now part
of JLL). “There’s more capital that’s been raised
in the fund business than at any time in history,”
with much of that being earmarked for medical
office buildings and other healthcare facilities.
Another panel, titled “Investor Strategies: Align-
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CONFERENCE CONNECTION
ing with Capital Partners,” included a discussion
of the rising number of joint venture partnerships
between healthcare development/management
firms and large institutional investors. Such partnerships are beneficial to both firms involved, as
the large investors often provide significant flexible and low-cost capital, while the experienced
healthcare companies find the deals and manage
the properties after they close.
One such partnership comprises developer
Anchor Health Properties and The Carlyle Group.
In just three years, the partnership has invested
more than $600 million in MOBs. “We couldn’t
have just entered this space ourselves without an
experienced operating partner,” Zachary Crowe,
principal with Carlyle, told a packed room. “Anchor has been a great partner, as they’ve helped
educate us on the nuances of and investing in this
space.”
In all, this year’s MOB Conference received high
marks, according to attendees and organizers

alike. “The networking just keeps getting better
and better,” said Jake Dinnen, senior vice president of development with San Diego-based PMB,
minutes after the conference concluded. “We arranged lots of meetings this week that are going
to result in business for us.”
Courtney Nelson, system director of Real Estate
Transactions with CommonSpirit Health (formerly Catholic Health Initiatives), co-chaired the conference with Bodnar, and noted, “I’ve heard from
many people that this was one of the highestenergy and best BOMA MOB conferences they’ve
attended. We took a hard look at programming
and added new volunteers, new track leaders and
had many new faces on panels each day.”
Next year’s BOMA MOB conference will be held
April 29-May 1, 2020, in San Diego. B
ABOUT THE AUTHOR: John B. Mugford is the
editor of Healthcare Real Estate Insights magazine
at Wolf Marketing & Media LLC.
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